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iPadiCan: Trialling iPads to support primary and secondary 
students with disabilities
Abstract
iPads have only been on the market since April 2010 but have rapidly gained great attention within educational communities. 
While their potential to support teaching and learning has been advocated by many, as yet little empirical research has been 
released on their application in primary and secondary classrooms. This paper reports on an action research study which 
investigated the possible role of iPads in supporting learning for students with disabilities. The project sought to document 
the practical steps required to implement iPads in classrooms, the applications which might be most educationally effective, 
together with the perceptions of students, teachers, parents and teaching assistants (TAs). The study provides evidence of 
the significant potential of the devices for children with a wide range of disabilities and, through a number of brief vignettes, 
demonstrates their capacity to support both learning and socialisation.   
INTRODUCTION
Recent and rapid developments in the area of mobile technologies present 
significant potential to enhance the flexibility and personalisation of learn-
ing. ‘Mobile technologies are becoming more embedded, ubiquitous and 
networked, with enhanced capabilities for rich social interactions, context 
awareness and internet connectivity’ (Naismith et al., 2004). Further, 
mobile devices provide ‘significant opportunities for genuinely supporting 
differentiated, autonomous, and individualised learning’ (Shuler, 2009). 
This capacity for individualising learning means that mobile technologies 
have much potential in supporting students with special needs. Harris and 
Smith (2004), for example, report on a study of the impact of one-to-one 
laptop computers with seventh grade students with disabilities. Laptops 
were credited with improving students’ engagement, motivation and pre-
paration, their ability to work independently, their participation and inter-
action with other students and teachers, and the quality and quantity of 
their writing since the laptops removed motor coordination challenges. 
Since 2008, laptops have been a major focus within the Australian school 
environment, with the Federal Government’s commitment (through the 
Digital Education Revolution) to provide for new ICT equipment for all 
secondary schools with students in years 9 to 12 through the National 
Secondary School Computer Fund (DEEWR, 2011). The mobile techno-
logy environment has, however, been evolving rapidly and has recently 
been radically challenged by the introduction of tablet computers, with 
Apple’s iPad initially leading the market, but being joined more recently 
by a range of products, particularly those running the Android operating 
system. 
The iPad™ is a tablet computer designed and developed by Apple. First 
released in the U.S. in April 2010, Apple is reputed to have sold three 
million iPads in the first 80 days after its introduction (Apple, 2010). This 
heavy demand in the U.S. delayed the international release of the device 
and it wasn’t until May 28th 2010 that the iPad was released on the Aust-
ralian market. iPad2 has since been released in April 2011, again with 
lengthy delays in availability. 
The iPad has a number of features which (at least initially) differentiated 
it from existing tablet PCs. It has a high-resolution, 24.5cm vivid LED 
display and can be viewed in either portrait or landscape orientation sim-
ply by rotating the device. It can also be viewed easily from different ang-
les, making it ideal for multiple people to work with.  The multi-touch 
screen is responsive and precise and the device can be controlled by drag-
ging, tapping and flicking the screen. The original iPad is 1.3 cm thin and 
just 0.68 kilos in weight. iPad2 is even lighter, weighing in at 0.6 kilos. 
The battery provides up to 10 hours in normal use and the device has 
built in wi-fi (with an option for 3G connectivity). These features accent-
uate the many benefits of wireless technologies (see for example Shuler, 
2009; Kori & Inkpen, 1999) while minimising the disadvantages.
Parents and teachers alike have been quick to identify the potential of the 
 
iPad for education. Quite soon after their release a num-
ber of social networking sites appeared where parents 
and teachers spoke publicly of their experiences of 
using iPads and news quickly spread of exceptional out-
comes for children with disabilities. A range of practical 
documents began to be published online recommen-
ding applications (apps) with potential to support stu-
dents with disabilities1.
At the time of writing this report, however, only a very 
limited body of empirical research has become avail-
able which considers the value of iPads in primary and 
secondary school environments. A small number of 
papers have explored their potential ‘in theory’ (for 
example, Melhuish & Falloon, 2010; Valstad, 2010; 
Bannister, 2010) and a number ‘in process’ projects 
received focus at the 2011 SITE conference (for exam-
ple, Perkins et al, 2011; Parton & Hancock, 2011; 
Watlington, 2011). Sheppard (2011) trialled iPads in 
primary classes as ebook readers. In Australia, the Vic-
torian Department of Education and Early Childhood 
Development is piloting iPads at eight government sch-
ools including with students at the Royal Children’s 
Hospital. Currently available literature, though, is most-
ly in the form of guides or manuals outlining ideas for 
use of the devices or specific apps (for example, Sailers, 
2010; Ahern & Dwyer, 2010). 
There is thus a need for further research into the poten-
tial of iPads in education, including their potential to 
support children with special needs. This paper describes 
one such study, conducted as a trial in an Australian pri-
mary and secondary school in the latter half of 2010.
Background to the Project
The research was conducted as part of a partnership be-
tween the Centre for Children and Young People at Sou-
thern Cross University (SCU) and the Catholic Education 
Office (CEO) Lismore, and was funded by the NSW and 
Federal governments through the National Partnership 
Teacher Quality Program. The project was one of a number 
of action research initiatives which investigated the effect 
of innovations, programs and/or school policies on impro-
ving student outcomes. This ‘Inhouse Inquiry’ project 
(Thornton, Phelps, Graham, 2011) provided an impetus 
  
1
 Australian examples include the Victorian Department of 
Education and Early Childhood Development’s documents 
‘In Your Hands: iPads for learning’ (June 2010) and ‘iPads 
in Special Education’ (November 2010). 4
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for two schools, a secondary school and one of its 
feeder primary schools, to investigate the potential of 
iPads for supporting the learning of students with dis-
abilities. 
Mary Help of Christians Primary, Sawtell (MHOC) is 
a two-stream school with an enrolment of 380 stud-
ents, approximately 20 teachers and 12 teacher assist-
ants (TAs). More than 10% of the school population 
(approximately 40 students) present with a verified 
disability. A number of these students have high add-
itional needs. The school community values inclusion 
and a belief in ‘success for all’ pervades. The school is 
recognised in the wider community as a place where 
students, regardless of their abilities and capabilities, 
will be accepted and supported. Many of the TAs are 
highly skilled in working with students with disabili-
ties and receive ongoing training and professional 
development to keep their knowledge and skills curr-
ent. At MHOC, TAs are considered to be part of a 
classroom team and play an active role in supporting 
the teacher to plan adjustments for students with dis-
abilities. 
John Paul College, Coffs Harbour (JPC) has an enrol-
ment of 1050 students and approximately 80 teachers. 
The Student Services unit has two teaching staff and 
5 TAs. The staff meet once every fortnight to discuss 
the needs of their students and make adjustments for 
them. TAs are not assigned to specific students or 
grades but rather there is allowance for individual TAs 
to work in ways where their skills are most effective. 
The project was led by the first and second authors 
and was supported by the third author as a university 
partner. Liz is a classroom teacher who has previously 
worked in the role of Additional Needs Teacher at both 
school and regional level. At the time of the project she 
shared a class of 54 year 4 students, 9 of whom had a 
verified disability. Sharon is the Teacher Librarian at 
JPC and is a member of the school’s Information Tech-
nology Committee.
The project’s aims
The project aimed to investigate the potential of touch-
screen devices (specifically iPads) to enable students 
with additional needs to access the curriculum and the 
life of the school. The project sought to answer the 
following research questions:
• What practical steps are required to implement 
iPads in the classroom and/or school setting?
• Which iPad features and apps are most effective 
in enhancing the engagement of students with dis-
abilities and supporting them to achieve their learn-
ing goals?
• What are student, teacher, parent and teaching 
assistants’ (TAs) perceptions of iPads in terms of 
student engagement and learning?
Because the project involved collaboration between a 
secondary school and its feeder primary school the tea-
chers involved were also keen to consider practical 
issues related to the transitioning of specific children 
to high school. Thus the project was also interested in 
whether the netbook computers provided to year 7 
 
 
students were most appropriate for those with special needs, or whether 
an iPad might be more appropriate.
Methodology
The project was conceptualised as an action research initiative, intended 
to produce both change and improvement (action) and new understand-
ing (research) (Dick, 2000). Action research is a form of collective self-
reflective enquiry undertaken by participants in order to improve their 
own social or educational practices, their understanding of these practices 
and the situations in which these practices are carried out (Kemmis & 
McTaggart, 1988). It is a process directed towards, and directed by, those 
taking the journey (Grundy, 1995). Consistent with this, the project was 
collegial and organic, with each cycle of planning, acting, observing and 
reflecting building on learning from previous cycles. 
Due to the nature and structure of the ‘Inhouse Inquiry’ project (as prev-
iously mentioned) this research needed to be implemented within one 
school term (including the preceding 2 week school holiday, followed by 
approximately 8 weeks of a 10 week term). The project was structured to 
involve both macro- and micro cycles. 
At the macro-level activities focused on collating, sharing and building on 
the learning of individual teachers and were particularly concerned with 
broader technical, structural and management aspects of the project. 
There were three identifiable macro-cycles in the research. 
The first macro-cycle focused on planning, acting and observing and refl-
ecting related to the purchase, set-up and initial use of the iPads. A small, 
core team of teachers from both schools, as well as technical staff at the 
broader systemic level, collaboratively investigated what was technically 
required to set-up the iPads, learnt to use the devices themselves and 
planned how they would support teacher and student learning. The group 
met on several occasions and shared reflections on their learning via email. 
Much of this activity took place during the school holidays prior to the 
classroom implementation term. 
The second macro-cycle occurred during the first four weeks of term and 
involved providing formal and informal professional development to the 
group of teachers and TAs, and supporting these individuals to trial the 
technology with students. Participants recorded observational and reflect-
ive data during this cycle in a number of ways (described below), and this 
data was used to inform the activities in the second macro-cycle, which 
occurred in the second half of the term. 
Within the second and third macro-cycles, individual teachers and TAs 
implemented micro-cycles of research in their classrooms, trialled various 
software and classroom management strategies and learning with and 
from students through phases of planning, acting, observing and reflect-
ing. The number of cycles undertaken by teachers differed and might 
represent a single lesson or a sequence of lessons where a specific app or 
classroom strategy was implemented. Teachers recorded observations and 
reflections on what happened, which were then shared back with the 
group as part of the macro-cycles. 
At JPC, data from teachers was recorded by keeping notes from informal 
interaction with students and TAs. Informal, unstructured feedback was 
also gained from parents and students throughout the trial. At MHOC 
each of the TAs was provided with a journal, and asked to record observ-
ations and reflections on what they noticed about the children’s interact-
ions with the iPads. The journal included a table listing apps in the origi-
nal build, providing a place to record specific information for each app. 
Liz also produced a ‘graffiti board’ which was pinned up in classrooms, 
providing a space for reflections and thoughts. The TAs came together at 
the end of the second macro-cycle to reflect on what worked well and 
not so well. Since releasing the TAs meant taking them away from the 
special needs students they supported, the students came along as well, 
enabling them to be part of the reflection and sharing process.  
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At the end of the school term, feedback was sought from both primary 
and secondary students who were directly involved in the trial. Data from 
eight secondary students was gained through a brief structured interview 
which asked three questions: What was it about the iPad that they liked 
most? Which apps best supported or helped them to learn? and What 
issues did they encounter? Feedback from primary students was gained 
through a simple survey, consisting of three pictorial Likert-style items 
(using smiley faces) asking how much they enjoyed using the iPads and 
the apps and to what extent the iPads helped them to learn. Six surveys 
were completed. 
Further details related to what we did in each of these cycles and the data 
that was collected, are presented in the following sections.
Practical Steps in implementing iPads in the classroom: 
What we did
In this section we outline what we planned and implemented as part of 
the action research process, providing descriptive data relating to the first 
and second research questions.We consider: the process of selecting stud-
ents and allocating iPads; matters concerning technical setup and initial 
learning; and the selection, purchase and evaluation of apps.
Selection of students and allocation of the iPads
Each school purchased 10 iPads drawing on a combination of funding 
from the school and CEO. 
At MHOC it was decided to allocate the iPads to the TAs who could facil-
itate the use of the iPads with multiple students in flexible and responsive 
ways. The project focused specifically on a number of students with high 
needs – three had Down syndrome, three had autism and two had signifi-
cantly impaired cognitive ability. However, because the devices were allo-
cated to the TAs who worked with these students in an integrated context 
they were, at times, used in whole-class activities.  
At JPC the iPads were allocated to nine individual students who were all-
owed to use them across the school day and also take them home. One 
iPad was retained for general access. Students were selected from Years 8, 
9 and 11, in consultation with the Head of Student Services, on the basis 
of both diversity of disabilities, and factors such as whether they were re-
gularly attending school. The group included students with physical, in-
tellectual and behavioural disabilities, including one with Duchenne mus-
cular dystrophy, two with cerebral palsy, one with Aspergers and others 
with disabilities which influenced their ability to carry a school bag or use 
a keyboard and mouse. 
Students were invited to participate in the project and all were enthusias-
tic. Both schools then also communicated with parents to seek their per-
mission for their child to be involved and to invite them to communicate 
with teachers about the project. Response from parents was extremely 
positive.
At JPC there was a particular need to be careful that students didn’t feel 
singled out for being involved, particularly given that the project involved 
students with both learning and physical disabilities. For this reason there 
was a reluctance to bring the group of young people together as it was 
assumed that some would ask why they were in a group with the others. 
That said, these sensitivities were countered by the novelty and appeal of 
the iPads which meant that students were generally very eager to be invol-
ved.
Technical set-up and initial learning
iPads are designed to synchronise with a personal computer (PC or Mac) 
using iTunes. A mobile iTunes library was set up on 2 hard-drives to hold 
the selected apps and to allow identical synchronisation of the iPads. 
Currently multiple devices can be synced to a single iTunes account2.
One day in Term 3 was spent with the two project leaders and the Online 
Learning Centre Manager from the CEO supporting each other to learn 
 
 
to use the iPads and make initial selection of suitable apps 
to be installed as part of the build across all devices (see 
below). At MHOC, TAs were provided with the iPads in 
the holidays, providing them with the chance to have an 
initial play. 
In week 1 of term 4 Liz held meetings with pairs of TAs 
and teachers and the Learning Support Teacher as an 
opportunity to share what they had discovered in the hol-
idays. Liz also conducted a small survey to ascertain their 
initial reactions to the iPads (see below). Sharon met with 
TAs and interested parents to discuss the project and in-
troduce them to iPad function and the wide variety of 
apps available.
  
Selection and purchase of apps
iTunes cards were purchased totalling $300, enabling 
download of suitable apps. Apps ranged in price - many 
were free, some in the $5-$15 range and one app was 
worth $240 (Proloquo2Go – see Appendix 1). Although 
the schools collaborated in the selection of some apps it 
was also recognised that primary and secondary schools 
had quite specific needs and so each school included 
additional specific apps to the core build.  
Different approaches to searching for and selecting apps 
were used in the two school contexts. At MHOC a key 
strategy was to look at special education websites and 
social networking sites to identify apps which were par-
ticularly promoted for special education. Sharon, how-
ever, started on the basis of the specific needs of the 
students and the subjects they were studying. This, for 
instance, led to her locating an interactive periodic 
table for one student and a French audio application 
for another. Additionally, apps to support organisational 
skills (such as diaries and calendars) were also trialled 
and a number of publishers were contacted to access 
PDF copies of text books3, which was particularly bene-
ficial for students with physical disabilities.
Evaluation of apps
Appendix 1 provides a list of apps which were trialled 
through the project and evaluative comments made by 
teachers and TAs via their reflective journals. An import-
ant observation was that the value of each application 
to support learning was dependent on the creativity, 
vision and pedagogical ‘saviness’ of the TA or teacher 
and good learning support skills are still required to ass-
ist children to use each app effectively. TAs at MHOC, for 
example, came up with creative ways to integrate apps 
into existing special needs programs (such as ‘Finger Gym’, 
‘Support A Talker’, ‘Stop, Think, Do’) and one teacher inte-
grated ‘Puppet Pals’ into their HSIE unit, asking the stud-
ents to create a play with the characters to demonstrate 
their understanding of the difference between needs and 
wants.  Another example of creative pedagogical adaption 
of more general apps was at JPC where one student was 
provided with an audio version of a book and was asked to 
listen to it at home then record themselves reading the PDF 
version of the text themselves using ‘QuickVoice’. 
2
 Apple have initiated an App Store Volume Purchase Pro-
gram however this is currently not available in Australia. It 
is essential that schools are aware of its existence and moni-
tor these developments for future access.
3
 It is beneficial to ask the publisher for an unlocked version 
of the PDF so that students can use iAnnotate PDF to high-
light the text and then email the annotations to use as study 
notes.
6
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Apps designed specifically for special needs students 
weren’t always the most useful in this circumstance. 
For example Proloquo2Go is designed as a communi-
cation system for children with minimum communic-
ation skills, however parents weren’t keen for their 
children to use this as they preferred for them to be 
encouraged to communicate verbally. Some apps were 
specifically selected for their motivational value for in-
dividual children, and may not necessarily be as rele-
vant for other students. For example, at MHOC a num-
ber of children with Autism had particularly ‘obsess-
ions’ with dinosaurs, insects and space and so specific 
apps were sought to meet their interests. 
The most significant issue encountered with iPad app-
lications related to students not being able to access 
their school e-mail accounts due to the current disabl-
ing of IMAP and POP3 settings (because of instability 
in the student mail server). This prevented students 
from sending completed work to teachers and parents 
or vice-versa and sending work to a computer for prin-
ting. Some secondary students were able to set up their 
device to send email at home using an alternative email 
address, however this address could not be used at 
school. 
A small number of the trialled apps did not work in 
the school environment.  For example, a couple of pro-
grams drew their images from other websites and, on 
investigation, it was discovered that these sites had 
been blocked. Requesting that these sites be unblock-
ed fixed the program. Further, iPads cannot currently 
display Flash files and while this wasn’t a major limit-
ation given the number of apps available, it does pre-
vent the use of resources such as the Australian Learn-
ing Federation Learning Objects. 
Syncing of devices was found to be time consuming 
and schools need to be aware that there may be some 
issues in how this is conducted. For the purposes of 
this trial an external hard-drive was set up with a mob-
ile iTunes Library thus enabling a bank of apps to be 
downloaded and used on multiple devices , however 
the number of devices that can be synced (e.g. a class 
set) may become an issue. It is very important that tea-
chers are able to remain responsive and be able to loc-
ate an app that they judge to be suitable for a child 
and then immediately download it.
Stakeholder’s perceptions of iPads and student 
learning
In this section we present data related to the third of 
our research questions, namely student, teacher, par-
ent and teaching assistants’ (TAs) perceptions of the 
role and value of iPads in supporting student engage-
ment and learning. This data is drawn from teacher 
and TA observations and reflections, informal discuss-
ions with parents and students, and students’ evalua-
tive feedback from the interviews and surveys.
The majority of TAs and teachers were very positive 
about the iPads right from the beginning. In their re-
flections they recorded their immediate recognition of 
the potential of the device to engage and motivate stu-
dents: ‘I’ve only had an iPad for a few days but I love 
it already. I think it would benefit all students… how-
ever it will be fantastic for our kids with additional 
needs’ (TA, MHOC).  A small number of staff from the 
broader school community initially expressed some concerns about the 
choice of this technology, citing issues related to Mac/PC, laptop versus 
iPad, and whether the school should wait for the next model. When this 
latter issue was raised in a staff meeting one of the TAs said, ‘there is 
always something else coming. We can’t wait for the ideal forever or we’d 
never do anything’ (TA, MHOC). 
Participants in the study identified a number of major benefits of the iPads. 
The ease of use, portability, speed and responsiveness of the iPad were 
said to make it an ideal learning tool: ‘I think the iPad will revolutionise 
the future of special needs education and learning’ (TA, MHOC). The iPad 
was found to be much easier for students to navigate than a PC or laptop 
and its size and weight ensured ease for carrying and moving (e.g. from 
desk to floor). The interface proved user-friendly and intuitive, requiring 
little learning time for staff or students. The instant start-up and turn-off 
ability, with minimal logins or hurdles in connecting to websites, was 
particularly beneficial for students who would normally lose interest and 
become distracted by the time the computer starts up. Battery life (10 
hours) was also a significant key advan-tage. Some iPad features provided 
particular advantages for students with specific disabilities. The ability to 
easily enlarge text and images on the screen was excellent for the vision 
impaired. The touch screen was great for students who have difficulties 
using a mouse or have difficulties with maintaining concentration.
Students were described as ‘instantly engaged’ and it was observed that 
they ‘maintained focus for as long as they are allowed time on iPad’ (TA, 
MHOC). Significant increases in concentration were observed by multiple 
TAs. Just some other comments included:
(She) is doing more work since the iPad than I have ever been able to 
manage with her even on her best days. Amazing
I have observed engagement, cooperation, exploration, risk taking and 
encouraging different ideas.
It’s great to see (the child) relax enough to have a good laugh (regarding 
a child who is very stressed).
Students were reported to require very little assistance to learn to use the 
iPad and none were reticent to use them. They picked it up intuitively and 
very quickly were assisting each other and the staff with learning new 
things. Students were very motivated and the iPads were perceived to have 
lots of ‘street cred’. As an indirect outcome of the project closer relation-
ships and communications were established between students and invol-
ved staff. Sharon, for instance, indicated that secondary students would 
come and talk to her about things because she was perceived to be in tou-
ch with their interests and the iPads were perceived as a way to ‘enter into 
their world’. 
Parents at both schools were extremely positive and many recognised the 
potential of the devices for their child: ‘The iPad has revealed skills I didn’t 
know that she had’ (Parent MHCP). A number of parents indicated that 
they wanted to buy one for their child and other parents and students 
who were not part of the project approached the school to see if there was 
an opportunity to be involved. 
The six surveys completed by primary students indicated that these stud-
ents very much enjoyed using the iPads, with all 6 responding by circling 
the most smiley faces. When verbally asked which apps they liked best 
some children listed more than 10. Those cited by more than one of the 
students included: R Racing GTI, Chicktionary, Doodlebuddy, Talking Tom, 
Toy Story, Quick Voice, and Puppet Pals. 
Feedback from secondary students was in the main, very positive. Several 
indicated that they loved everything about the iPad, elaborating that they 
did not have to carry textbooks, that they liked the quicker startup and 
instant access to the internet. Only two students  mentioned entertain-
ment or games. 
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I could write down class work, quicker than writing by hand. I’d rather 
an iPad than a netbook because they are cool with touch screen and I 
don’t have to wait for it to switch on (Student, JPC). 
Apps which were mentioned as best supporting the learning of secondary 
students included: Chicktionary, Office 2 HD, Quickvoice, Pages, Good 
Reader (textbooks), Soundnote, Planets for Science, I Speak French, Draw 
Free, Crossword, Planet one for Science, Keynote, Pages and Good Reader. 
Two students indicated that they didn’t experience any problems at all, 
however a number cited the main issue as relating to e-mail access (see 
previous discussion). One student mentioned the spelling correction fea-
ture which tried to correct her French writing and some awkwardness 
in drawing diagrams and forgetting passwords.
Stories of individual children’s experiences
Here we present a number of brief vignettes that illustrate the value of the 
iPads for individual students with special needs5.
• Henry is a Kindergarten boy with autism who had rarely spoken 
in his first year at school. With the introduction of the apps QuickVoice 
and Talking Tom (a talking cat who repeats anything spoken clearly to 
him), he has begun talking at school and home and it became difficult 
to keep him quiet! The iPad was sometimes used as an incentive re-
ward because of its motivational value and while initially teachers had 
some misgivings about this, the strategy had a considerable influence 
on his learning outcomes. 
• Billy is a Year 3 boy with Down’s Syndrome who has had little suc-
cess in social interactions with his classmates. With the introduction of 
buddy work on an iPad, he is now frequently laughing, talking and 
explaining. This interaction has recently extended to other classroom 
activities and the other children have begun initiating contact with Billy 
when they would have previously ignored him. One teacher comment-
ed that ‘this is the first time children have sought this child out for a 
conversation’. 
• Sallie is a Year 4 girl with Down’s Syndrome who required prepar-
ed daily social stories to enable her to successfully navigate the class-
room and the playground. With the introduction of the iPad and the 
StoryKit app, this once onerous and lengthy process of preparing social 
stories was significantly improved and streamlined. Sallie’s TA comm-
ented ‘I could really go on and on and ON. I use this particular app 
daily and could easily continue to do so’.
• David is a Year 9 Life Skills6 student who used his iPad under the 
direction of TAs but also shared the iPad with another Life Skills stud-
ent in the same class. The TAs found it particularly beneficial to use 
Keynote (like Powerpoint) with these boys as it was much easier than 
using PowerPoint and allowed the boys to successfully complete a task. 
Homework was set each week to be completed on the iPad. Messages 
between school and home were recorded on QuickVoice. Feedback 
from David’s parent stated that he enjoyed the interaction, kept focus 
while using the educational apps and it made learning fun.
• Jenny is a Year 9 student with Erbs Palsy.  Jenny was selected to 
trial the iPad as she requires assistance with carrying heavy loads. Text-
book suppliers were contacted to obtain PDF copies of her Maths and 
French textbooks which were viewed on the iPad through GoodReader. 
Jenny recorded the audio of an historical video the class was watching 
and later listened to the audio again in order to take more detailed 
notes. Her mother was very pleased with the iPad and purchased one 
for her use at school the following year. 
Critical success factors and things we would have done differently
Despite the very short timeframe for the project, teachers at both schools 
felt that the iPad trial was a great success. A lot was learnt in a very short 
period of time and the study provides some key findings that are relevant 
 
5
 (Pseudonyms are used rather than students’ names.)
6
 (Life skills is curriculum specifically designed for students 
with special needs.)
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to other schools considering using iPads in their school 
with students with disabilities. 
The strategy of allocating the iPad to the TAs in the prim-
ary context was considered to be effective while in the sec-
ondary setting providing the students with more autonomy 
was a key to the project’s success, while ensuring that TAs 
are in-tune with the potential of the devices. Much of the 
success of iPad integration was felt to depend on the enth-
usiasm, creativity and pedagogical skill of the TA and tea-
chers involved as they need to be able to identify how 
they can use the iPad productively to support individual 
students’ learning. If this ‘spark’ isn’t there the educational 
effectiveness of the iPads is not maximised. One MHOC 
TA who loved the iPad initially said she thought the de-
vices would do her out of a job. However, by the end of 
the year she recognised how critical her role was in supp-
orting the students’ use of the iPad. At JPC, the TAs we-
ren’t as familiar with the iPads since they hadn’t had the 
opportunity for extended access themselves, meaning 
that they were less responsive and familiar to be able to 
suggest apps in class. A key learning, then, was that TAs 
needed good access to the iPads to become familiar with 
them and to help identify apps that would be most suit-
able for individual students and to be able to respond 
quickly in a classroom setting to identify the best app to 
support learning at any particular time (especially in 
secondary school). A lot in high school is spur of the 
moment integration and ideas so the TAs need to be 
able to respond and recognise opportunities for the 
iPad to be used during lessons.
It is important to recognise that you can’t expect the 
iPad to sing and dance by itself - you have to figure 
out how it will sing and dance for each child and it 
will sing and dance differently for everyone (Teacher 
MHOC).  
Critical to the success of iPads, then, are regular opport-
unities for sharing of ideas. When TAs, students and tea-
chers at MHOC met there was a great sense of being able 
to problem-solve and an excitement in learning new 
things and sharing. The support of the school’s Additonal 
Needs Teacher was invaluable in encouraging people to 
be involved and developing a close working relationship.
At first teachers at MHOC were worried about security 
and damage to the iPads, however these concerns proved 
unfounded. Students from JPC took their iPads home 
each night without issue. Teachers have observed that 
more and more families are purchasing iPads and students 
will increasingly have their own to bring to school.
We have also given consideration to what model of iPad 
would be most suitable, particularly with regards to storage 
space. Our recommendation would be that it would be be-
tter for schools to purchase more devices of lower GB cap-
acity than fewer devices at a higher capacity. As an indicat-
ion, one staff-owned iPad with a very large number of apps 
installed, was still only using 9.2 GB for the apps themsel-
ves. It is unlikely that school iPads would be used to store 
large numbers of movies, pictures or music collections and 
so it is not felt that the extra storage capacity is worth the extra expense. 
Apps can be deleted from the device if not required and re-accessed 
through syncing if needed.  
Another key realisation has been that discovery and awareness of new 
apps will be a continuous process. New apps are appearing all the time 
and what is good today isn’t necessarily the best around tomorrow. It is 
also important to tailor apps to the needs and interests of individual stu-
dents and to be able to download apps when they are free (for example, 
Moms with Apps http://momswithapps.com/). As a result of this trial we 
recommend that it would be beneficial for school systems to have an 
iPad loaded with a wide range of apps so that schools can trial an app 
(particularly expensive ones such as Proloquo2Go) before they purchase.
Limitations of the study and recommendations for further research
The study was limited in a number of ways, including the short time 
period available, the number of schools and students involved, and the 
number of devices which we had access to. The short time period, in part-
icular, meant that it was difficult to draw conclusions regarding the lon-
ger-term impact of the iPads on students’ learning outcomes, and the ex-
tent to which the motivational effects may have been due to the initial 
novelty of the tools. As such the study represents a ‘snapshot in time’. 
It would be beneficial for a larger-scale research initiative to be conducted 
across more school sites (both primary and secondary), over a longer per-
iod of time, and with a closer examination of data related to student mot-
ivation, engagement and learning outcomes. While a focus on students 
with disabilities is of particular importance, this initial research indicates 
that where iPads are intended to be used to support students with special 
needs, using them solely for this purpose may not be appropriate and 
there can be broader benefits for all students in a class. The longer-term 
changes to teachers’ pedagogy and classroom management practices when 
provided with the opportunity to access tablet technology would also be 
of considerable interest for further research.
Conclusion
The trial of iPads at our two schools has been a remarkable success. Des-
pite the short time period for the project we have witnessed astounding 
outcomes for students and a tremendous enthusiasm and excitement 
from teachers, TAs, parents and students alike. Our learning has been 
rapid and we know there is much yet to be discovered and trialled and 
many more apps which we will be able to constructively integrate to sup-
port students learning. However this trial has provided a valuable impetus 
to start this process of learning. As stated by Shuler (2009), ‘Mobile de-
vices are an integral part of children’s lives and they are here to stay’.  We 
believe that iPads in particular have a lot to offer teachers and students 
alike and have the potential to make a considerable impact on teaching 
and learning, particularly for students with special needs.
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Appendix 1: Summary of feddback on specific iPad apps trialled through project
3D cell stain




















Chess Free - HD
Chicktionary for iPad
App Name  KLA or function   Evaluative Comments   Cost (Dec 2010)






Reading Writing. Tracing letters




Four things on each page that you
need to find
Touch each animal to reveal number
To do notes
Directions, Coordination and planning.
Information about a range of artists
with gallery of images of their artworks
Reading




English - spelling - vocab
Teacher loved this one and circulated the iPad around
classes. Liked 3D effects and way could rotate the cells.
Useful for expending vocabulary. Use these verbs in a
sentence. Effective visuals with voice over. Great for
observation skills.
Not bad for initial sounds English, not American accent.
Capitals and lower case.
News. weather and sport.
Would be better with a styls but not accurate with a finger. 
Tracing letter shapes. Not foundation but still useful.
Initial sounds and letter tracing. OK, but hard to stay on line
with finger. Needs stylus. Would be good to purchase full very.
Fun for recognition of shapes and colours and counting.
Encourages language and what’s next.
A clock with alarm. Could be used tosignal activity change.
American accent again. Initial sounds - real photos.
Great App. Very motivating.
Good for counting skills. Reinforces counting. American accept.
Some students used this app.
Kids enjoyed this. Great for a reward. Great for fine motor. Year 3
boy wasn’t interested in this.
Great info and examples of artist’s work. Only thumbnails show
at school and the quiz won’t work at school.
The boy who cried wolf story - interesting accent.
Good for relaxation and stress break. Calming emotions.
(Some primary teachers used this strategy with real
bubble wrap previously).
Great for setting out term assessment schedules or
homework.
Very popular. Great partner game. Good for taking turns.
Child with autism who loves playing chess but has
trouble interacting with others really enjoyed this.
Too hard for Year 3 boy. Great fun for more capable spellers.
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Little Red Riding Hood
Maths-Magic










Pain, draw, scribble and sketch
Voice recognition - voice to text
Identifying feelings
Productivity
English/Oral - create an avatar
Counts down time remaining







Drag words into a sentence to
describe the picture. Reading,
grammer, comprehension
Maths








Not very exciting to look at.
Not useful for Year 3 boy but would be beneficial for secondary
students. Fiddly to fill in. Gave up with use with secondary 
students due to short period of trial however would be worth it
for a full year.
Can choose numbers 10,20, or 50 so has wide application.
Fast quick game.
Help to scaffold process of doing calculations.
Easy to use. Used in writing groups. Spelling and vocab 
improvement. Great for older students. Faster than searching 
a dictionary. Quite difficult language.
Fun drawing. Loved. Various uses from Support A Talker (oral
language program with focus on vocabulary) to work in. Boy with
autism loves the noises.
Fantastic app but will not work at school - requires network
connectivity - audio goes back to data centre for voice conversion.
Used in “Stop, think, do”. Lots of emotions used. Positive response
from students. Great for students who struggle socially.
Not trialled.
Fun and good for oral language if working with others e.g. blonde
hair. Need to be carefully with 9 years+ rating - infrequent/mild
cartoon or fantasy violence.
Boy with autism would prefer a visual timers, not just numbers.
Rotate globe, pinch to zoom in and out. Information from 
Wikipedia on each country.
Small text. Highlights each word. Nice story narration. Gets
students talking. Great for comprehension.
Used to view textbooks from publishers.
Can annotate PDFs and then email annotations.
Photograhs are lovely but minimal language development. Child
with autism who loved insects loved this and talked about it for
ages.
Could be used effectively but needs the full version as it doesn’t
load quickly.
Students loved this. Kinda wanted this all the time. Child with
autism describes the picture then makes and reads the sentence.
Great for getting him to use full sentences.
Used in finger gym (fine motor skills)
Large buttons easy to use
Easier for some of the students to use than PowerPoint on a
PC. Placement of images from the internet is particularly simple
and speedy.
Lots of categories. Words on flash cards. Language development -
preschoolers.
Particular fun for one child to engage and have fun.
Reading and listening.
Three skill levels. Good for basic skill development - addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division and tables.
Good for counting by 2s. Easy to use.
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NASA App HD
Office2 HD
Pac Man Lite for iPad
Paper Toss HD Free

















Toy Story Read Along
Virtuoso Piano Free 2 HD
Vocal Zoo
Word Magic
Word Slam HD for iPad
Zoo
Science





Visual memory pairs game
Equivalent to Boardmaker, which
is a BoardMaker equivalent - a
communication support system for 
children unable to communicate
verbally
Graphs equations
Used to record voice
Oral language
Simple mind mapping software. Can
integrate the images into other 
documents
Lets you record and take notes at the
same time.
Reads any text that you paste or type












Reading and vocal building
Lots of information from NASA. Students enjoyed this.
Create and edit Word and Excel files. Allows work to be put into
folders unlike Pages.
Used as a reward for behaviour students.
It surprised me how many children could not do the finger 
flicking.
Contains more information than ws required. Could use a less 
complicated app.
Guide to the solar system. Enjoyed by those with this interest.
Very engaging. Fantastic. Levelled game.
Had to download quickstart manual. $250. Not easy to use. Not
user friendly. Probably need to be rained to use.
Fantastic. One the best. Encourages speak and story telling.
Social story creation. Can be used to create social stories. Would
love to have extended version which allows photos to be used.**
Highly recommended.
Very useful in high school.
Used to record students saying simple sentences clearly.
Fantastic. Use to read aloud and encourage to re-read listening to
self. Used as incentive to Year 4 writing. Recorded their stories.
Very popular as a reward. Promoted oral language. Boy with 
autism teaches other children to use it.
Easy to use. Image file of mind map can be imported into pages 
and keynote.
Tap on the word and it will take you to that part of the audio file.
Excellent. Audio files can be.
Very useful.
Great. Multiple options for easier reading e.g. changing font 
size and different colours. Students preferred textbooks on
Good Reader.
Great for visual schedules. Easy to download phots. Great for
instant social stories. Fantastic. Used it every day. This app 
provied to be a surprise package.
Wonderful for talking and listening. One boy was a bit scared
of Fred. Great potential for developing oral language. 
Conversation starter. Use in reading groups. Students very keen
to read to Tom.
An enjoyable story and read along. Great story. What’s next 
predicting.
Kids enjoyed this and used the animated games. Good reading
activities.
Some simple settings. Note option on keys.
Kids loved this.
Student has to point to first missing letter. Initial sounds. 
Student with autism like this one.
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